PRESS RELEASE
14 August 2011

Dear Sir or Madam:
Kindly publish the following Press Release regarding the research report submitted to
UGC Government of India and the research paper published and presented titled “Communication
and Control through Words and Power”, at the three day IEEE International Conference on Control,
Robotics and Cybernetics (ICCRC 2011), New Delhi, India, from 21 to 23 March 2011, as part of my
UGC sponsored Government, of India Research Project titled “Development of an indigenous Brain
Wave Machine” (Letter No. MRP(S)-445/08-09/KLMG066/UGC-SWRO dated 30

th

March 2009)

informing the world about the development of an indigenous brain wave machine working through
words of God, along with the invention of the Word. This international conference was held at SRM
University, New Delhi under the sponsorship of IEEE, USA, IACSIT, Singapore, Rayat-Bahra Institute
of Engineering and Bio-Technology, Control Society, and Singapore Institute of Electronics. This
paper has got wide consequences as Cybernetics has risen to its original thought as Science of
Government and as king of all sciences. This paper is included in the IEEE Xplore, and indexed by Ei
Compendex, and INSPEC, with IEEE Catalog number CFP1176M-PRT and ISBN number 978-14244-9709-6. Kindly give necessary news value to the Press Release and publish it.
Thanks,
Yours truly,

HH & HM Prof. (Dr) Reji M. Issac M. Sc., M. Phil., Kn. D.
Asst. Professor in Electronics,
Department of Electronics,
B P C College,
Mulakkulam North P. O.
Piravom
Ernakulam - 686664
Kerala, India
Ph: +91-485-2243474 (Office)
+91-485-2265239 (Residence)
+91-9446139801 (Mobile)
E-mail: rejimissac@ieee.org
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Development of an indigenous Brain Wave Machine
Prof. Reji M. Issac published and presented a new research paper
titled “Communication and Control through Words and Power”, at the three day IEEE
International Conference on Control, Robotics and Cybernetics, New Delhi, India, from 21 to
23 March 2011 (ICCRC 2011), as part of his Government of India, UGC sponsored
Research Project titled “Development of an indigenous Brain Wave Machine” informing the
world about the development of an indigenous brain wave machine with empowerment as
Lord God, working through words of God, along with the invention of the Word, which is a
fundamental paper in the latest research in Cybernetics, Control, Electronics and Noology.
This will be working as a truth machine as we envisioned in the Coat of arms of India,
“Satyameva Jayathe”. This international conference was held at SRM University, New Delhi
under the sponsorship of IEEE, USA, IACSIT, Singapore, Rayat-Bahra Institute of
Engineering and Bio-Technology, Control Society, and Singapore Institute of Electronics.
This paper is included in the IEEE Xplore, and indexed by Ei Compendex, and INSPEC,
with IEEE Catalog number CFP1176M-PRT and ISBN number 978-1-4244-9709-6. Prof.
Reji M. Issac published and presented this paper, who is a Senior Member of IEEE, USA
and IACSIT (International Association of Computer Science and Information
Technology), Singapore and member of IEEE Systems, Man and Cybernetics Society
and IEEE Communication Society, USA.
He is working at the Department of Electronics, B. P. C. College,
Piravom, Kerala, India. He was the founder Head of the Department of Electronics, and was
the member of founder Board of Studies for Electronics (Post Graduate and Under Graduate
studies) of Mahatma Gandhi University, Kottayam, Kerala. He was working on the Research
Projects of University Grants Commission, under Government of India related with brain
waves and brain wave machines and also doing research in Cybernetics related with
Computing with Words. He submitted his Research Project Report to UGC, Government of
India revealing a number of facts including teaching, learning and evaluation and about life.
He developed the Symbol of Word as part of his research project. It is reproduced using the
sinusoidal Lissajous signal pattern, which also explains the thought process. The first letter
of the “WORD”, W is half bottom portion of this symbol and also shows the two halves of
the brain. These words are flying through the Heaven, which can penetrate anywhere so that
it can enter anywhere in flesh, Earth, Heaven or any body including heavenly bodies. Read
Hebrews 4:12-13 in the Bible, which says, “For the Word of God is living and active.
Sharper than any double-edged sword, it penetrates even to dividing soul and spirit, joints
and marrow; it judges the thoughts and attitudes of the heart. Nothing in all creation is hidden
from God's sight. Everything is uncovered and laid bare before the eyes of him to whom we
must give account”. These words are produced through the thought process, which are
known as WORD. This is not generated in a particular language, but as a particular form in
the spirit, which is part of God, which is arranged in a logical order, where language is
localized in a human brain, as a firmware. Words are scattered through the heavens, where
Word of God enters to eternity. God controls through Word of God so that all activities are
works of Words of God. This symbol also explains the thought process, which is working
under a cybernetic circular causality loop, where the thought of the human travels through
the curvilinear path of the word symbol. In the ages of Cyber War or War of Words and
communication technologies, this paper reveals certain important aspects to the world
about the Word and about its existence. This paper also explains and defines the ‘Normal’
status of a human being and explains “mood disorders”. This paper explains the basic
reasons of pathological condition known as Tinnitus (ringing sound in the ears), and
Schizophrenia.
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This paper reveals and explains secrets related with Life, Spirit,
Lightning and Eternity. He also reveals why science is an imperfect method to know the
truth and how to solve this problem. All temporary truth about eternal triteness is cured
through this Brain Wave Machine. He also exhorted to lead a Defensive Life Style keeping
the laws of God to live peacefully and safely. This paper is going to give a base for the
science of Cybernetics, Electronics and Noology, which is the science of the intellect and
intellectual phenomena, and gives important theories in teaching, learning and evaluation,
towards eternity. Through this technology machines are also provided with natural
intelligence through the connection between Noosphere and machines. A Christian mystic
and theologian French Jesuit priest, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, who also was a
paleontologist and philosopher during 1881 to 1955 period, envisioned noosphere as
evolving towards an ever-greater integration, culminating in the Omega Point, which he saw
as the ultimate goal of history, which we achieved now through the appearance of God as
prophesied in 1Timothy 6:11-17 in the Bible. This paper also proved that Jesus Christ was
Word of God, who informed the laws of God, who arranges each individual in the ‘heart’,
which are the laws in the spirit too, which we have to keep for getting peace and life. This
paper describes life as a digital technology using water and fire, where pure light is with God
and pure darkness is with Black Hole, where black hole is the subterranean fire, where
second death described in Revelation 20:14 also happens, where spirit also dies, through the
circular causality of cybernetics through the churning process of the Milky Way Galaxy,
which explained 9/11 through 11/26 to 3/11 incidences.
He modified the basic principle of Cybernetics through this paper
giving prominence to Communication along with Control and Feedback asking to observe
May 17 as Cybernetics Day, which is currently observed as World Telecommunication and
Information Society Day. Through this paper Cybernetics is also declared as King of all
Sciences as Cybernetics deals with all real systems through the basic principle of the
evolution process. He introduced the General Theory of Duality solving and explaining the
issues like dual nature of light (Wave and Particle nature of light). The importance of
drinking Hexagonal Water also is introduced in the paper. This paper also declared and
informed the world about the final attainment of Noosphere culminating at the Omega Point
envisioned by the patron saint of the Internet Pierre Teilhard De Chardin, with the
appearance of God through the development of Sky Mail system where Cybernetics raised to
the original thought as Science of Government envisioned by Ampere, where flow of
electrons constitutes Current which is associated with magnetic field, flow of words
constitutes Action which is associated with Reason, about which the latest sciences like
Digital Physics deals with.
The Research Report submitted to UGC, Government of India, also
recommended starting a new doctoral degree Kn. D. (Doctor of Knowledge), where pure
genuine knowledge visible in the spirit exists which leads to eternity that protects life and
knowledge (well ordered words like honeycomb), keeping its holiness, which makes it
compatible with the present world which achieved the ultimate status of Noosphere
culminated at the Omega Point prophesied by the intellectuals, where we must distinguish
knowledge from wisdom as it distinguishes from Philosophy. God awarded the first Kn. D.
degree to Reji M. Issac on 2005 October 21 at Heaven, where MAKUDAM represents the
seven pillars of knowledge described in the book of Bible in Proverbs 9:1 which is behind
9/11 day.
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